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Once upon a time in big 
bear city there was a boy 

named cendrfella.
He and his family 
were staying at a 

friends house named 
Lincoln.

It was snowing 
pretty hard so he 
diced to stay in 

for the day.

Cendrfella a boy 
who is really nice, 
does lots of work, 
and really likes 

snowboarding.  He 
also had one of 

the top 
snowboarding 

dads in the world.  
He wants to try 
and win a trophy 
for snowboarding 

but he doesn't 
have a board or 
gear.  His dream 
is to become the 
best snowboarder.



But the problem 
is that there's 
another kid 

named Kai that's 
trying to win the 
snowboarding 

competition he's 
mean and he acts 
like he's the boss.

Kai also one of 
the best 

snowboarders for 
kids.

The other problem 
is that they don't 
have chains on 

their car so they 
might slide out 

when there 
driving.  They 
want to go so 

cendrfella could 
try and win the 
snowboarding 

competition but 
their really still 

really scared that 
they might get 

stock because they 
don't have chains 

on their car.



Cendrfella's 
godmother is a 
magic owl and 

when ever the owl 
goes "ow ow"magic 
will happen.  The 

Owls name is 
Kate.

So Kate the magic owl went "ow 
ow"changed a bear into a red flaming 
hot Lamborghini.  Then Kate went "ow 
ow" and changed four howling coyotes 
into chains for the car so they don't 
slide out.  Then Kate went "ow ow" and 
changed cendrfella's skateboard into a 
brand new snowboard.  Next Kate went 
"ow ow"and changed cendrfella's 
skateboarding helmet into a snow 
boarding helmet.  Last Kate went "ow 
ow" and changed cendrfella's regular 
clothes into snowboarding clothes.



Now if you win the trophy Kate 
said, "Cendrfella you have to get 
out of there very fast are you 
will be back in your normal 
clothes".

"Cendrfella you won the trophy I 
now but now you got to get out 
of there."  Every body was asking 
him questions so he put his 
trophy done and lost it because 
there was so many people and 
had to leave it behind.

The person who gave him 
the trophy took it to see if 
he would come back for it.  
Cendrfella's told is dad that 
he left his trophy behind so 
after they get back to 
Licoln's house his dad went 
back for the trophy. 



Cendrfella sees Kai out 
side and Kai says, "I'm 
really sorry that I was 
mean to you and acted 
like I was the boss.  I 
want to be friends."  
sure I really would like 
that.

Before is dad dies because of 
age he gives Cendrfella the 
trophy and says" I love, you."  
After that Cendrfella becomes 
the best snowboarder and also 
gets married to a top class 
women.



My names Jacob Latini.  I'm ten 
years old.  I go to seacliff 
elementary. I'm in fourth 
grade.my favorite colors are red 
and green.  my favorite soccer 
team is Barcelona. my favorite 
football team is the packers. I 
also can speak Spanish and 
English.


